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Biological Role of Elastin



Elastin contains alternating domains



Reference Elastin-Like Polypeptide 

(EP20-24-24)

exon 21, 23 exon 21, 23exon 20 exon 24 exon 24

EP 20EP 20--2424--2424

MW: 16,992 Da

FPGFGVGVGGIPGVAGVPGVGGVPGVGGVPGVGIExon 20:

PEAQAAAAAKAAKYGVGTPAAAAAKAAAKAAQFExon 21, 23:

GLVPGVGVAPGVGVAPGVGVAPGVGLAPGVGVAPGVGVAPGVGVAPAIGPExon 24:

A B CC B

Synthesizing biomimetic materials uising recombinant methods



Elastin spontaneously self-aggregates into biomimetic materials

Bellingham, C. et al (2003) Biopolymers. 70. 445-455.
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Recombinant polypeptides based on sequences of human and chicken

elastin self-assemble and exhibit elastin-like extension and elastic recoil 



Structural Models of Elastin



Biological Role of Amyloid Fibrils



Structural Models of Amyloids: Cross-β Sheets



The hydrophobic domains of elastin are pseudo-periodic

Sequence Motifs:

PGVPGV
PGVGGV
PGV GV
PGV GVA



P G replacement yields amyloid!
can make either elastin or amyloid



Minimalist approach: a ten-suspect line up

Study periodic repeats of these motifs: 

(GVAGGV)6, (GVPGV)7…

simplify sequence to isolate properties

amplify SNR

elastin

amyloidambivalent





Monomers in Water



Inherent Plasticity of the Backbone







Hydration and Conformational Propensity of the Backbone



Those ambivalent glycines

Modulation of backbone self-interactions

in vacuo

in water



Can aggregates make β sheets?

in vacuo in water



Structural Features of Aggregates in Vacuo

GVGVGV

GGVGVA

GVAGVA

GVAGV

GGVGGV
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Structural Features of Aggregates in Vacuo

PGVPGV PGVGV GGVPGV GVAPGV



Aggregates in Water



Structurales Properties 

of Aggregates

Peptide-peptide HB now mostly β
sheet

P-containing peptides still separate 

from the other 2 groups, both of which 

can form extended β sheets



monomers self-assemblies



Elastin-like and amyloid-like peptides 
consistently separate on the basis of 

conformational backbone propensities

Primary determinant = Proline: prevent secondary 

structure formation (peptide-peptide HB)

Secondary determinant = Glycine content.

In the absence of Prolines, it is the fraction of G content 

that modulates HB turn propensity of single chains and 

separates presumed-schizoids from presumed-amyloids.







P and G control self-organization into elastomeric or amyloid fibrils



Our 10 systems



Why combine P and G?

= the two outliers of the Ramachandran plot!

Both conspire to keep backbone disordered and 

hydrated, though for opposite reasons:

P rigid, can’t comply

G extremely compliant in absence of water

but won’t stay put in water: 

too flexible, chain entropy





Why keep backbone hydrated?
~ “lubrication”

Hydration threshold below which elastin is brittle

= 20-30% by weight

Consistent with the fraction of water required to solvate the backbone as 

obtained from our calculations

… and disordered?
Conformational chain entropy as a factor driving elastic recoil



Entropic model of rubber-like elasticity

Chain Entropy

SC = RlnΩ

Disordered chain

(“random”)

Ω large

Ordered (stretched)

Chain

Ω small



Underlying free energy landscape

More Wok than Funnel

SC



Hydration and entropy in folding, aggregation, and recoil

∆SC, ∆SHP ∆SHP

∆SHP

∆SC

∆SC

∆SC, ∆SHP

∆SHP



Elastin,the amyloid that wouldn’t

Molecular basis of elasticity

Backbone hydration and conformational disorder 

are required for elastomeric function

Satisfying a combined threshold in proline and glycine 

is a necessary condition

These properties are incompatible with amyloid fibre formation



Perspectives

Sequence determinants?

Structure of aggregates?

Modulation of elasticity?


